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ABSTRACT

Parliamentary proceedings are a rich source of data that can be used by scholars in various
humanities and social sciences disciplines. Unlike the sources of most other language corpora,
parliamentary proceedings are not subject to copyright or personal privacy protections, and are
typically available online, thus making them ideal for compilation into corpora and for open
distribution. For these reasons many countries have already produced corpora of parliamentary
proceedings, but each typically in their own encoding, limiting their comparability and utilization
in a multilingual setting. In this paper we propose an encoding schema which could serve
as an interchange format for parliamentary corpora compiled for the purposes of scholarly
investigations. The schema, called Parla-CLARIN, was developed within the CLARIN research
infrastructure, and is written as a TEI ODD which includes a TEI customization and prose
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The Parla-CLARIN Recommendations for Encoding Corpora of Parliamentary Proceedings 2

guidelines with examples of use. We discuss the coverage and choices made in designing the
recommendations, and give an overview of the guidelines. We also discuss two other standard
schemas for encoding parliamentary data, Akoma Ntoso and RDF, and their relation to Parla-
CLARIN. We conclude by presenting corpora already encoded in Parla-CLARIN and discussing
further work, especially the provision of a set of example documents and of transformation scripts
that would make the proposed encoding more usable.

INDEX

Keywords: parliamentary corpora, encoding recommendations, TEI ODD
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1. Introduction
1 The unique content, structure, and language of records of parliamentary debates make them

an important object of study in a wide range of disciplines in the digital humanities and
social sciences, such as political science (Dijk 2010), sociology (Cheng 2015), history (Pančur
and Šorn 2016), discourse analysis (Hirst et al. 2014), sociolinguistics (Rheault et al. 2016), and
multilinguality (Bayley 2004). With parliaments in Europe playing an increasingly decisive role
in their constituents’ lives and because of their rapidly changing relations with the public,
mass media, executive branches, and international organizations, further empirical research
and development of integrative analytical tools are necessary in order to achieve a better
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understanding of parliamentary discourse as well as its wider societal impact, in particular with
studies that represent diverse parts of society (women, minorities, and marginalized groups) and
cross-cultural studies (Hughes et al. 2015).

2 The most distinguishing characteristic of records of parliamentary debates is that they are
essentially transcriptions of spoken language produced in controlled and regulated circumstances
and are rich in valuable (sociodemographic) metadata. They are also easily available under various
Freedom of Information Acts set in place to enable informed participation by the public and to
improve eective functioning of democratic systems, making the datasets even more valuable
for researchers with heterogeneous backgrounds. For these reasons, and because parliamentary
proceedings are often available online, many researchers have already compiled corpora of
parliamentary proceedings.1 However, these corpora are encoded using a variety of dierent
annotation schemes, limiting their interchange and reuse.

3 In order to overcome this problem, the CLARIN Research Infrastructure for Language Resources
and Technologies organized the ParlaFormat Workshop (May 23–24, 2019, Amersfoort)2 at
which the idea and draft of a TEI-based common annotation scheme for encoding corpora of
parliamentary proceedings was introduced. The participants presented their own experiences
with encoding parliamentary corpora and gave their comments on the proposal. On this basis
we developed the Parla-CLARIN recommendations for encoding parliamentary corpora which
we present in this paper. These recommendations aim to provide community-based reference
TEI customizations for a specic application, following similar prior initiatives, from EpiDoc3 for
epigraphic documents to TEI Lex-04 for dictionaries.

4 In the process of the developing the recommendations, we also produced the second version of the
siParl corpus (Pančur and Erjavec 2020; Pančur et al. 2020), a carefully encoded and linguistically
annotated collection of parliamentary debates from the Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia from
1990 to 2018, with over 1 million speeches and 200 million words. This was the rst substantial
corpus to be fully Parla-CLARIN encoded, where we had the good fortune that the rst version of
siParl was the basis for an extended tutorial on how corpora can be used to investigate language
use and communication practices in the context of political discourse (Fišer and Pahor de Maiti
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2020). The work on this tutorial revealed various shortcomings of the rst version, which were
addressed in the encoding and structure of siParl 2.0 and also informed the development of the
Parla-CLARIN recommendations.

5 Section 2 gives an overview of the Parla-CLARIN proposal, section 3 presents related work, and
section 4 gives conclusions and directions for further work.

2. Overview of the Parla-CLARIN Proposal
6 The Parla-CLARIN recommendations are implemented as a customization of the TEI Guidelines

that allows a wide range of corpora of parliamentary proceedings to be encoded and makes
explicit prose recommendations on the manner of encoding various phenomena. In particular, the
recommendations attempt to take into account the following aspects of parliamentary corpora:

• Structure: legislative periods, sessions, topics, speeches, transcription variants
• Metadata: mandates, titles, parliamentary bodies, locations, dates and times
• Speakers: date of birth, sex, education, party membership, links to external resources
• Political parties: name(s), history, relations
• Speeches: speaker, text, transcriber comments, verbal and nonverbal interruptions
• Linguistic annotation: part-of-speech (PoS) tagging, named entity annotation, syntax, etc.
• Multimedia: audio and video, facsimile of original transcript

2.1 The Parla-CLARIN Schema

7 Parla-CLARIN is written as a TEI ODD document, consisting of the prose guidelines and the schema
specication, on the basis of which it is possible, using the standard TEI XSLT stylesheets, to derive
an XML schema expressed either as a RelaxNG schema, a DTD, or a W3C schema, which is then used
for formal validations of a Parla-CLARIN parliamentary corpus.

8 While the proposal tries to cater for many encoding needs, it is possible that new users will
have to use TEI elements or attributes that are not discussed in the prose guidelines. Since the
recommendations are still under development, the formal schema specication has been left
rather unconstrained, so it can accommodate encoding practices that have not yet been foreseen.
The downside of this approach is that the schema allows constructs that are at odds with those
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proposed in the prose of the recommendations. Currently the prose should therefore be taken as
the denitive way of encoding the phenomena under discussion: that is, even if a corpus validates
against the schema, it might still not be encoded according to the recommendations.

9 The Parla-CLARIN schema uses the following TEI modules:

• the obligatory tei, header, core, and textstructure modules dening the elements used
in any TEI-encoded text;

• the corpus module to encode the root <teiCorpus> element and the details of various
metadata of the corpus;

• the spoken module for encoding speech corpora, so that speeches are encoded as utterance
elements;

• the figures module, which, among other things, denes the elements for encoding tables,
as these can also appear in parliamentary proceedings;

• the namesdates module, which denes a wealth of elements and attributes to describe
people and organizations;

• the transcr module, which is used for transcription of primary sources, such as
manuscripts, and is useful for encoding historical parliamentary corpora where the
facsimile is of interest;

• the linking module, which denes useful attributes for linking elements of the corpus;
• the analysis and iso-fs modules, the former for encoding linguistic analyses of the

transcriptions and the latter for dening formal pieces of data, such as decomposing
morphosyntactic descriptions into their features;

• the gaiji module for encoding special characters that are especially likely to appear in
historical parliamentary proceedings.

10 The crucial choice above was to use the spoken module for encoding speech corpora, so that
parliamentary debates are encoded, essentially, as a speech corpus.5 The competing options would
be to encode them either using the default text structure elements (<div> and <p> or <ab>),
or to use the drama module, that is, treating the debates as a play. The rst option gives TEI
elements that are too generic, which could encode the semantics of various structures only with
many type attributes, while the second, maybe surprisingly, maps quite well onto the structure of
parliamentary debates and is, in fact, used as the base encoding of siParl. However, the semantics
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of the elements made for performance texts are nevertheless rather far from the reality of
parliamentary debates, and often require mixed content, which is best avoided if the text is also to
be linguistically annotated. Importantly, the speech module also supports encoding the alignment
of the utterances (or other contained elements) with the speech or video signal. That the choice
of this module is the correct one is also supported by the overview of the encodings of other
parliamentary corpora (see section 3), where the majority use TEI speech.

11 Unlike some other TEI customizations, such as the one for encoding Computer-Mediated
Communication proposed by the TEI CMC SIG,6 the Parla-CLARIN schema does not introduce
new elements, but rather uses existing TEI ones. The advantages of this approach are that the
documentation is already directly available and that standard TEI-aware tools can be used to
process the elements. On the downside, the elements used might not have as specic semantics
as would be desired in the context of parliamentary corpora, and their content models can be too
complex or too general. For the modules used, however, the schema does disallow certain elements
that we assume that would never be used in the context of parliamentary corpora, and the schema
also introduces recommended values for certain attributes, such as for the div/@type attribute.
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2.2 The Parla-CLARIN Guidelines

12 The Parla-CLARIN guidelines—that is, the prose recommendations—are, to an extent, based
on “Best Practices for TEI in Libraries” (Hawkins et al., 2018) in that they also give general
recommendations for such matters as encoding relating to characters and lenames and how to
document the encoding process and languages used. After such introductory considerations, the
guidelines comprise the following chapters:

• overall document structure, which explains how the corpus should be structured, what the
text divisions look like and how they should be typed, and how to encode document
variants, which are meant for cases where both versions of parliamentary proceedings
are to be encoded—that is, the original, “raw” transcription and the edited, “redacted”
transcription;

• corpus metadata, which can contain signicant and valuable information about the
proceedings, with descriptions and examples given on how to encode information about
the speakers and parties, and the relationships between the speakers and parties;

• transcriptions, where the encoding of the utterances (speeches) and commentary (notes
by the transcribers) is explained, including specics such as the encoding of interrupted
utterances, verbal and nonverbal incidents, and how to encode voting results;

• linguistic annotation, which details the encoding of linguistic features added to the
utterances and is further divided into word-level annotation (e.g., part-of-speech tagging),
segmental annotation (e.g., named entities), and linking annotation (e.g., dependency
syntax);

• multimedia, explaining how to align speech or video recordings, as well as facsimiles, to the
transcription.

13 Finally, the guidelines also contain a chapter on conversions to or from other formats. This
chapter, and especially the accompanying code, should be signicantly extended, as having good
conversion procedures is crucial to ensure the viability of the proposal. Currently, only one
conversion procedure has been developed, namely that of converting parliamentary debates
encoded in Akoma Ntoso to Parla-CLARIN, a topic that we discuss further in section 3.
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14 In the Parla-CLARIN guidelines, every mention of an element is linked to its denition, where
examples of use are also given, and the text also makes frequent reference to the text of the TEI
Guidelines. However, the TEI Guidelines give generic examples and explanations, which can be at
odds with particular recommendations that are made for Parla-CLARIN, so the ones from the TEI
Guidelines should in this context be taken with a grain of salt.

2.3 Presentation of Parla-CLARIN

15 Like the TEI Guidelines, the Parla-CLARIN recommendations are available on GitHub, as a project7

of the CLARIN ERIC collection. The project contains a folder for the schema (i.e., the Parla-CLARIN
ODD document and XML schemas derived from it), a folder for the programs that convert the
ODD into the XML schemas and to the HTML of the prose and schema denitions, and a folder for
examples, which contains an articial but fully worked out example of a Parla-CLARIN document
and subfolders with various example resources, where each should contain:

1. a sample of a corpus in its source encoding;
2. XSLT script to convert it into Parla-CLARIN; and
3. the output of the conversion.

16 Currently, the folder contains examples of Akoma Ntoso encodings and two Slovene corpora
of parliamentary proceedings: SlovParl (Pančur, Šorn, and Erjavec 2017) and siParl version 1.0
(Pančur et al. 2019).

17 Furthermore, the project contains a document folder with the HTML of the recommendations,
which can be read online via the github.io pages.8 Finally, the project has a wiki, which gives the
technical details on how to validate a corpus against the Parla-CLARIN XML schema, how to add
example documents to the project, and how to change the ODD in case it turns out to be insucient
for the modeling needs of a particular corpus.

3. Related Work
18 Before embarking on designing the Parla-CLARIN recommendations, we studied which

other formats are used for encoding parliamentary corpora to gauge whether TEI-based
recommendations would make sense. First, as shown in table 1, and as evidenced by the overview
of parliamentary corpora by Fišer and Lenardič (2018)9 and a survey of those presented by the
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participants of the ParlaFormat Workshop,10 we found that the majority of such corpora already use
TEI in some guise or another when we counted “TEI-inspired” encodings, which, even though they
use their own schemas, use elements with names and semantics similar to the ones used by TEI.

Table 1. Overview of encodings of selected parliamentary corpora.

Corpus name Format Reference

Polish Parliamentary Corpus TEI speech (Ogrodniczuk 2018; Ogrodniczuk and Nitoń
2020)

ParlaMeter-sl and
ParlaMeter-hr

TEI speech (Ljubešić et al. 2018; Dobranić, Ljubešić,
and Erjavec 2019)

Debates on Europe at the
Bundestag

TEI speech (Truan 2016)

TAPS-fr TEI speech (Diwersy and Luxardo 2020)

ParlAT TEI-inspired (Wissik and Pirker 2018)

DutchParl TEI-inspired (Marx and Schuth 2010)

GermaParl TEI-inspired (Blätte and Blessing 2018)

German Political Speeches TEI-inspired (Barbaresi 2018, 2019)

Danish Parliament Corpus custom XML (Hansen 2018)

Czech Parliamentary
Meetings

TRS XML (Pražák and Šmídl 2012)

Corpus of the Saeima RDF, CoNLL-U (Darģis et al. 2018)

The Debates of the European
Parliament

RDF (Aggelen et al. 2017)11

Swedish Parliamentary Data Prolog (Eide 2019)
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19 This was, of course, encouraging, as the barriers to converting from such encodings into Parla-
CLARIN are much lower than those to converting from completely unrelated encoding systems.
Nevertheless, there are two other formats that each also have a signicant following and are
contenders for being or becoming a standard format for parliamentary corpora.

3.1 Akoma Ntoso

20 Akoma Ntoso12 was explicitly developed as an XML format for encoding legislative and judiciary
documents, including parliamentary proceedings, is an OASIS standard, and has already been used
to encode various legal documents in a number of countries. Akoma Ntoso denes an XML schema
(called AKN) for modeling legal documents, uses FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic
Records) concepts, and has a built-in relationship to ontologies. While these are all good reasons
for AKN to be the interchange format for parliamentary corpora, there are, we feel, nevertheless
a number of reasons why TEI-based recommendations are preferable.

21 First, corpus compilers and users are typically unfamiliar with AKN but—as shown in table 1—
relatively familiar with TEI. It should also be noted that for most corpus compilers, parliamentary
corpora will be only one type of corpus they will be compiling, so it is somewhat unrealistic for
them to learn AKN and develop conversion scripts from it for just one type of corpus; on the other
hand, TEI can be used for practically any type of corpus.

22 Second, AKN makes no provisions for storing speaker metadata, which is instead accessed from
external data sources, using an AKN-specic referencing system; on the other hand, TEI has a
number of elements for recording details about persons. For reasons of completeness, uniform and
easier processing, and experimental replicability it is better to include such data directly in the
corpus.

23 Third, AKN has no built-in support for linguistic annotation (apart from named entities). And while
it would be possible to add elements for such annotation via a dierent namespace to AKN, AKN
has no provisions for extending its schema, while TEI already has such elements available. As Parla-
CLARIN is focused on corpora of parliamentary proceedings, and it is dicult to imagine a corpus
without any linguistic annotation, TEI seems a better choice.
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24 Nevertheless, AKN is an important schema for modeling parliamentary proceedings, especially
as the primary encoding standard used by various legislative bodies, so some of AKN’s solutions
were used in developing the Parla-CLARIN proposal, in particular the typology of divisions
of a document. Also developed was a partial, but non-trivial, conversion from AKN to Parla-
CLARIN, which covers several AKN example documents. As mentioned in section 2.3, the example
documents and conversion script can be found in the Examples folder of the Parla-CLARIN Git
repository. The akn2tei.xsl script attempts to preserve the IDs of the source AKN document,
converts the AKN addressee, role, and questions and answers to Parla-CLARIN, and maps FRBR data
(which distinguishes a “work” from its “expression” and its expression from its “manifestation”)
to the appropriate TEI elements and attributes. For the FRBR mapping, we used the already
mentioned recommendations of Best Practices for TEI in Libraries (Hawkins et al. 2018), in
particular those in section 4.1.5, “The TEI Header and FRBR,”13 which recommends that FRBR
information is encoded in a <listRelation> element within <sourceDesc>. Unlike the original
AKN identication element, <listRelation> contains a simple list of relation elements, so these
must also specify the relation between the particular piece of data and the fact that it belongs
to the FRBR “work,” “expression,” or “manifestation.” These and other formalized relations are
taken from the formal vocabularies of W3C (for RDF and OWL) and (via purl.org) of Dublin Core
and vocab.org.

3.2 RDF

25 The Resource Description Framework (RDF14) is a W3C specication and a standard model for
computer-processable data interchange on the web. It is also the base format for modeling
information in the context of Linked Open Data (LOD), an inuential model for linking data on
the web. While most LOD datasets do not focus on language data, there does exist the Linguistic
Linked Open Data Cloud (LLOD15) initiative, which is explicitly aimed at language resources and
is active, for example, in the scope of the COST Action NexusLinguarum, “European network for
Web-centred linguistic data science.”16 RDF/LOD has also been used for modeling parliamentary
debates, in particular the Debates of the European Parliament as Open Data (Aggelen et al. 2017).
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26 Again, the question is, why not use RDF to encode parliamentary corpora, rather than developing
a TEI-based solution? Partially it is the community addressed by Parla-CLARIN: while LOD is
targeted at computer scientists and assumes a machine-processable and -linked World Wide Web,
TEI addresses mostly researchers from the digital humanities and models internally complete
resources, while XML is also more popular than RDF in the NLP community. In practical terms, RDF
data are machine-processable but hardly human-readable, and highly connected to external data
sources; TEI documents, in contrast, are relatively self-explanatory, especially after some exposure
to the TEI Guidelines, can be edited in any XML editor, and are mostly self-contained. Furthermore,
while LLOD is indeed focused on language data, it has so far been used mostly to encode lexical
resources, and its treatment of corpora has so far been concerned only with encoding linguistic
annotations (Declerck et al. 2020). Detailed encodings of particular types of language resources are
thus still lacking, and the same can be said for RDF attempts at encoding parliamentary debates,
which model only rather shallow aspects of such data.

27 Our position is that RDF could be a useful downstream encoding for exploiting such corpora, and it
would be a worthwhile exercise to develop a TEI-to-RDF conversion. Some prior work does exist on
this topic (Chiarcos and Ionov 2019) and the best way seems to be to use RDFa attributes @about,
@property, and @resource on TEI elements.

4. Conclusions
28 In this paper we have given an overview and presented the motivation and justication for

developing a proposal for a standard interchange encoding scheme for corpora of parliamentary
proceedings meant for scholarly investigations. This scheme is currently a straightforward
customization of the TEI Guidelines, with the majority of the eort having gone into the writing
of the prose guidelines of the Parla-CLARIN recommendations and into developing the conversion
from Akoma Ntoso to Parla-CLARIN. We have not included examples of the encoding, as these
are readily available on the GitHub documentation page of the project, and large Parla-CLARIN
encoded corpora are openly available.

29 Apart from the siParl 2.0 corpus mentioned above (sections 1 and 2), the recommendations
have already been used to encode the Czech (Hladka, Kopp, and Straňák 2020) and Icelandic
(Steingrímsson, Barkarson, and Örnólfsson 2020) parliamentary corpora. Furthermore, the
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ParlaMint project17 has so far compiled four comparable Parla-CLARIN encoded parliamentary
corpora (Bulgarian, Croatian, Polish, and Slovenian) containing sessions from 2015 to 2020 with
about 20 million words each (Erjavec et al. 2020). In all four cases, the corpora are based on
previously compiled corpora (Osenova and Simov 2012; Dobranić, Ljubešić, and Erjavec 2019;
Ogrodniczuk and Nitoń 2020; Pančur et al. 2020) but reduced to include only sessions from 2015
on, extended with the latest sessions, recoded in Parla-CLARIN, and linguistically annotated for
Universal Dependencies18 and named entities with state-of-the-art tools.

30 As we wanted to have corpora that are not only interchangeable but interoperable as well, we
created a bespoke ParlaMint XML schema directly in RelaxNG – the schema is compatible with
Parla-CLARIN as it validates a subset of documents that would be validated against Parla-CLARIN.
We produced common scripts that can convert any of the four corpora to plain text, to CoNLL-U
format as used by the Universal Dependencies project, and to vertical format as used by the CWB19

and Sketch Engine20 (Kilgarri et al. 2014) concordancers, as well as to extract complete speech
metadata into TSV les.

31 In order for Parla-CLARIN to achieve its goal of becoming a widely recognized encoding format
for corpora of parliamentary proceedings, signicant work remains to be done. On the basis of the
lessons learned in creating ParlaMint, we plan to revise the prose recommendations and to write
a more prescriptive TEI ODD that will allow, as much as possible, only elements, attributes, and
content models that are in line with the recommendations. Furthermore, we plan to change the
examples given in the schema specication from the default ones in the TEI Guidelines to ones
taken or adapted from the collected parliamentary corpora.

32 Second, as we have already done for ParlaMint, we plan to add to the GitHub Parla-CLARIN project
more down-conversion scripts with which we would increase the usability of the Parla-CLARIN
corpora. As mentioned, work also needs to be done to develop a conversion to RDF.

33 Last, but not least, one of the great benets of Git is the ability to support collaborative work,
be it through posting issues, or through using pull requests to incorporate changes. While the
community has not so far made use of these options, we hope that Parla-CLARIN will eventually
become a collaborative eort of those interested in compiling parliamentary corpora.
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6 Computer-Mediated Communication Special Interest Group, TEI Consortium, accessed January
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11 This corpus was compiled as part of the CLARIN Traveling Campus “Talk of Europe,”
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12 Accessed January 13, 2022, http://www.akomantoso.org/; see also the slides by Monica
Palmirani, “Akoma Ntoso for Parliamentary Documents,” presented at the 2019 Parla-CLARIN
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14 Last updated February 25, 2014, https://www.w3.org/RDF/.
15 Open Linguistics Working Group, “The Linguistic Linked Open Data Cloud Diagram” (draft),
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16 Nexus Linguarum website, accessed January 13, 2022, https://nexuslinguarum.eu/; see also
“Description,” CA18209 – European Network for Web-centred Linguistic Data Science (Brussels:
COST: European Cooperation in Science & Technology), accessed January 13, 2022, https://
www.cost.eu/actions/CA18209/.
17 See Maciej Ogrodniczuk and Petya Osenova, “ParlaMint: Towards Comparable Parliamentary
Corpora,” accessed January 13, 2022, https://www.clarin.eu/content/parlamint.
18 Accessed January 13, 2022, https://universaldependencies.org/.
19 The IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB), last modied March 30, 2021, http://
cwb.sourceforge.net/.
20 Accessed January 13, 2022, http://www.sketchengine.eu/.
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